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Summary. Recently, with the advances in mobile technology and emerging mobile
applications, moving objects databases have become the focus of much research. A
number of models have been proposed to handle the continuously changing geome-
tries and positions of moving objects. While most of these models focus on managing
the historical and current motion of moving objects, only a few of them have been
proposed to deal with their future movements. Due to the complexity of handling
the uncertainty aspect associated with future movements, these models are often
restricted to a specific type of constrained movement and tailored to a certain appli-
cation domain by integrating specific prediction techniques. These predictions are
often based only on the past and current movements and neglect external domain-
specific information which may significantly affect the future movements of moving
objects. In this paper, we emphasize the separation of moving object models and
prediction methods and propose a universal abstract model for future movements of
moving objects. This abstract model serves as a conceptual basis for all future move-
ment models as well as poses object requirements for the output of all prediction
methods.

1 Introduction

Research in moving objects database technology has become increasingly im-
portant and popular due to recent advances in the supporting technologies
within the fields of mobile computing, wireless communications, sensor net-
works, and location services. A number of work has been done to model moving
objects especially in regard to their past and current movements and provide
support for querying this information. Although, it is important to be able to
answer queries regarding the past and current movements, it is also impor-
tant and interesting, in many cases, to be able to answer queries regarding
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the future movements of moving objects. For example, the future development
of a hurricane would be one of the most critical information for emergency
management agencies. Similar types of information have been found to be of
significant importance in many problem areas such as collision detection or
prevention in traffic control, future location service in navigation systems, and
disaster relief effort in emergency management.

A few specialized models have been proposed to manage and support
queries regarding future movements of moving objects. These models are of-
ten tailored to specific application domains due to their partially close depen-
dency on specific, hard-wired prediction methods. More often than not, each
of these models anticipates future object movements through certain assump-
tions on the objects’ inertia, trajectories, and environmental or contextual
constraints. Their prediction methods are almost always entirely based on
the past and current movements of the objects, thus, neglecting external fac-
tors or domain-specific parameters which may significantly affect the future
movements of moving objects. For instance, information such as atmospheric
pressures, temperature zones, wind and ocean currents plays a major role in
predicting the future evolution of a hurricane. This requires highly specialized
and sophisticated prediction models and algorithms beyond those in which
only the past and current object movements are considered as system param-
eters. In fact, the development effort for such prediction methods is a whole
discipline by itself, and this task belongs to the domain experts, in this case
meteorologists.

In general, we do not see it as the task of a database system to predict
the future movements of a moving object. Instead, a moving objects database
is to provide modeling and persistence support for storing predicted data
and offer querying capability for retrieving such data. Hence, it is sufficient
and reasonable to emphasize the separation between moving object models
and prediction models with respect to future evolutions of moving objects.
Since this separation has not been realized so far in existing future movement
models, each of these models has only dealt with a specific problem area or
object motion while neglecting the problem of how a moving object database
can model the future movements of moving objects in general.

In this paper, we formally define and propose a universal abstract model
for Future Movements of Moving Objects (FuMMO). This model is called ab-
stract since it uses the infinite point-set concept of point-set theory to define
future movements of moving objects such as moving points (mpoint), mov-
ing lines (mline), and moving regions (mregion) taking into account future
evolutional properties such as uncertainty and dimensional restrictions. The
model also provides a set of operations as well as querying support capa-
bility for object accesses and manipulations. The main contribution of this
model is a formal conceptual basis and a firm foundation for the development
of finite representation models as well as implementation models for future
developments of moving objects.
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The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss currently ex-
isting models and approaches as they are relevant in our context. We define
the abstract model in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, the query capability of
the model is demonstrated. Finally, we give some conclusions and anticipate
future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

During the past decade, we have seen several major developments of spatio-
temporal data models [1]. Among these developments, moving object models
have been of significant interest in both application and research directions. In
the next subsection, we discuss an existing moving object model that supports
the past evolution of moving objects. Then, we take a look at a number of
prediction models that support specific types of near future developments of
moving objects.

2.1 A Model for Historical Movements of Moving Objects

Some approaches have been taken to represent the (past) movement of mov-
ing objects [2, 3]. The past development is a historical fact that is modeled
as a function from time to space [4, 5]. For an arbitrary data type α, the
corresponding moving type of α is a function τ(α) that provides the mapping
from the temporal domain to α, i.e.,

τ(α) = time → α

By applying this type constructor (τ) of moving data type to spatial data
types such as point, line, and region, the definition of the corresponding moving
types such as moving point (mpoint), moving line (mline), and moving region
(mregion) can be obtained respectively [6].

mpoint = τ(point) = time → point

mline = τ(line) = time → line

mregion = τ(region) = time → region

With the definition of these moving types, many complex algorithms and op-
erations are developed to harvest valuable information from objects of these
types [7]. Figure 1 illustrates a moving point and a moving region. The evolu-
tion of these objects is modeled as a function from time to space. Although,
these functions are partial functions, i.e., there can be time intervals for which
we do not know the locations of a moving object, it is assumed that we have
precise knowledge about the evolution of spatial objects in the past. Hence,
only the past evolution can be modeled, and the temporal domain cannot
exceed the present into the future. Due to the inherent uncertainty nature of
the future, this model is not suitable for representing the future developments
of moving objects.
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Fig. 1. A moving point (a) and a moving region (b)

2.2 Existing Models for Future Movements of Moving Objects

With regard to the future movements of moving objects, currently existing
models are restricted to specific types of motion. The MOST model [8], which
is based on the concept of motion vector, is able to represent near future
developments of moving objects through an assumption on the objects’ in-
ertia that the current motion direction does not change in the near future.
Although, this model is able to represent near future movement of moving
object, the predictive movement is non-persistent and is rather limited to a
single motion function. Future uncertainty such as probability of occurrence
cannot be modeled. Even with multiple motion functions, only a finite number
of possible motions can be represented.

Other models are able to capture the uncertainty aspect of the future
movements through the use of a trajectory or motion plan with a constant
[9] or variable uncertainty threshold [10]. Another approach presented in [11]
models and predicts future movements of moving objects in a constrained net-
work environment. An aspect all of these models have in common is that they
are designed to handle a specific type of motion only; they offer or assume a
specific prediction technique and provide querying capability on the predicted
data.

What we see in each of these models is a vertical view that a specific re-
stricted solution for a general problem is selected by specifying a particular
prediction method and a query mechanism. However, this is not necessarily
the best approach since we have shown earlier the importance of separating
prediction methods from object models. Hence, we take a different approach
which is a horizontal view by specifying how the future movements of mov-
ing objects can be modeled in general and independently of any prediction
technique. In other words, we are interested in determining for each type of
moving object, how the predicted information may look like.
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3 FuMMO: The Abstract Model

In this section, we present the FuMMO model by developing some concepts
on how to represent the set of possible future positions or extents of moving
objects in Section 3.1. Based on these concepts, we define our model data
types and operations in Section 3.2.

3.1 Representing the Future Positions and/or Extents of Moving
Objects

The future is uncertain. Thus, the central question is how the inherent un-
certainty of future movements of moving objects can be handled. Most pre-
diction models address the uncertainty issue by introducing the use of spatial
or spatio-temporal ranges with associated probability to predicted data. For
example, the position of the eye or the extent of a hurricane at 24 hours in the
future may possibly be anywhere within a predicted region. This region is a

spatial range together with a specific probability distribution and represents
the set of potential future positions or extents of the hurricane at 24 hours in
the future. Likewise, if we are interested in the future position or extent for a
certain period in the future, say from the present time to 24 hours in the fu-
ture, then it can be anywhere within a predicted volume. We call this volume
a spatio-temporal range. The spatial or spatio-temporal range with associated
probability distribution is expected from a prediction model. In this paper,
we are interested in how a spatial and spatio-temporal range can be modeled.

It is important to note that, apart from other parameters, a prediction is
based on the current knowledge about a moving object up to the instant when
the prediction is done. Hence, two types of prediction methods are possible
here. A continuous prediction method is an approach that the future movement
prediction of a moving object is conducted continuously based on the ever
changing position or geometry as the object moves or evolves. A discrete

prediction method, on the other hand, is an approach that a prediction is done
at a specific instant of time and that multiple predictions at different instants
of time are done discretely and are thus independent of one another. In this
paper, we are interested in modeling the result of an individual prediction
done at a specific time instant.

As mentioned earlier, we can use the concept of a spatial range to handle
the inherent uncertainty of a future prediction. Therefore, we now explore all
possible types of spatial ranges for each moving object type by introducing
the concept of spatial range type for a moving object. We define this concept
in Definition 1.

Definition 1. Let dim(α) be a function that returns the dimension of a spatial

type α. If the evolution of a moving object of type τ(α) at each time instant

in the past up to the present is given by a spatial data type α with dimension

dim(α), then the evolution of this moving object at a time instant in the future
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can only be described by a spatial data type β with dimension dim(β) such

that dim(α) ≤ dim(β) ≤ n holds where n is the dimension of the underlying

space. Hence, the set of all possible spatial ranges of the moving object at a

time instant in the future is represented by the spatial range type SR(α) =⋃
dim(α)≤dim(β)≤n β.

Applying this definition to the moving object data types mpoint, mline, and
mregion in IR2, we obtain the set of spatial range types shown in Table 1.
Since the dim(β) is always greater than or equal to dim(α), this guarantees

τ (α) α dim(α) dim(β) β SR(α)

mpoint point 0
0 point

point ∪ line ∪ region1 line

2 region

mline line 1
1 line

line ∪ region
2 region

mregion region 2 2 region region

Table 1. Spatial range types corresponding to the three moving object data types

that a spatial range can always represent the set of potential future positions
or extents of a moving object. In other words, a moving object can evolve or
move such that, at a time instant in the future, it is a part of or equal to a
spatial range without collapsing its dimension.

We can now model the set of potential positions or extents of an object by
imposing a probability distribution on a spatial range. It is important to note
that in our abstract model, we do not restrict the kind of distribution. This
allows flexibility for any prediction model to specify the kind of distribution
that is relevant to its specific application domain. We define a probabilistic

spatial range (PSR) of a moving object in Definition 2.

Definition 2. The probabilistic spatial range type PSR(α) of a moving object

of type τ(α) is a pair (SR(α), f) such that f is a probability distribution of

the underlying space. For a two-dimensional space, f is defined as a function

f : IR2 → [0, 1] such that the probability of every point in a specific spatial

range of type SR(α) is greater than 0 and every point outside of this spatial

range is 0. Thus, PSR(α) = (SR(α), f).

So far, we are able to model the probabilistic spatial range of a moving object
only for a specific instant of time in the future. For example, a PSR can
be used to model an uncertainty region in which potential future positions
and/or extents of a hurricane may reside at a time instant in the future.
Although this is certainly useful, one of our main objectives is to model the
future movements of moving objects for a time interval in the future. Thus,
by using the concept of temporal lifting mentioned earlier in Section 2, we can
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temporally lift PSR to define a probabilistic spatio-temporal range (PSTR) of
a moving object as shown in Definition 3.

t
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PSR at time t

t2

t1

PSR at time t2

1 2

1

PSTR for [t  ,t  ]

Fig. 2. Representing the future positions of a moving point using a PSTR

Definition 3. The probabilistic spatio-temporal range type PSTR(α) of a

moving object whose corresponding spatial type is α is defined as PSTR(α) =
{[t1, t2] → PSR(α)|present < t1 < t2}.

To illustrate the concepts presented, consider a moving point in an uncon-
strained environment. We can model each spatial range for this point using
a region object. By applying a bivariate (two-dimensional) normal distribu-
tion on each spatial range, we obtain a PSR for this point. Then we can
temporally lift this PSR for a specific interval in the future to obtain a corre-
sponding PSTR. In this case, the PSTR is a three-dimensional volume in the
three-dimensional spatio-temporal space and represents the set of potential
future positions of the moving point. This means that the future movement
trajectory of the moving point for the specified interval is predicted to be a
part of the PSTR. Figure 2 illustrates an example of PSRs and a PSTR of a
moving point object.

3.2 Future Data Types and Operations

By defining the generic types PSTR(α) and PSR(α) above, we can specify
the corresponding spatial type α of a moving object type τ(α) to obtain the
future prediction data types as shown in Definition 4.
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Definition 4. Let fmpoint, fmline, and fmregion denote the future prediction

data types for moving object types mpoint, mline, and mregion respectively.

These future prediction data types are defined as:

fmpoint = PSTR(point) = {[t1, t2] → PSR(point)|present < t1 < t2}

fmline = PSTR(line) = {[t1, t2] → PSR(line)|present < t1 < t2}

fmregion = PSTR(region) = {[t1, t2] → PSR(region)|present < t1 < t2}

With this definition, we are imposing object model requirements for the output
of all prediction models. For example, at a time t in the future, the future
extent prediction of a moving region object cannot be a PSR consisting of a
spatial range of type point or line. This would violate the spatial range type
definition and allow a moving object to collapse its dimension.

Having modeled the future prediction of a moving object, the next question
is what can we do with this model? We define a set of generic operations on
the future prediction of a moving object as follows. Let γ denote one of the
future prediction data types fmpoint , fmline, and fmregion :

startT ime : γ → time

endT ime : γ → time

psrAt : fmpoint × time → PSR(point)

psrAt : fmline × time → PSR(line)

psrAt : fmregion × time → PSR(region)

spatialRange : PSR(α) → SR(α)

probAt : γ × point × time → real

The operation startT ime and endT ime retrieve the start and end time in-
stants of a future prediction respectively. At a specific time instant between
the start and end time, the operation psrAt returns the corresponding PSR
of the prediction. With this PSR, we can obtain the spatial range of the PSR
by using the operation spatialRange. Finally, given a point in space we can
determine the probability of this point being the future position or part of the
extent of a moving object at a time instant between the start and end time
by using the operation probAt operation. This operation first determines the
corresponding PSR and then applies the coordinates of the given point to the
probability distribution of the PSR to obtain result.

4 Querying FuMMO

The presented future prediction data types can be embedded into any ex-
tensible DBMS data model as attribute data types. The operations can be
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registered in the DBMS such that they are available for use in queries. For
example, we can integrate these data types into the relational model and
construct the following relations:

hurricanes(name:string, path:mregion, prediction:fmregion)

cities(name:string, position:point)

With these relations, we can then ask a query “Give me the start time and
end time of the current prediction of hurricane Katrina”:

SELECT startTime(prediction), endTime(prediction)

FROM hurricanes

WHERE name="Katrina"

This query is only a simple retrieval of the start and end time properties of
the current prediction. We can ask a more interesting question “What region
will potentially be affected by hurricane Katrina 12 hours from now?”

SELECT spatialRange(psrAT(prediction,now()+12h))

FROM hurricanes

WHERE name="Katrina"

Beyond these queries, we can also ask questions relating to point probabil-
ity such as “What is the probability of the city of Miami being affected by
hurricane Katrina 24 hours from now?”

SELECT probAt(prediction,position,now()+24h)

FROM hurricanes, cities

WHERE hurricanes.name="Katrina" AND cities.name="Miami"

These queries illustrate the use of our operations with the future prediction
of a moving object. Many other queries can be asked which also take into
account other operations such as spatial and moving object operations.

5 Conclusions

Modeling the future movements of moving objects has always been a complex
task due to the inherent uncertainty aspect of the future. A few existing models
have tried to solve the problem by selecting a specific type of movement,
defining a specific prediction model, predicting a specific future movement,
and answering queries about the prediction. In this paper, we have emphasized
the necessity of separating an object model from a prediction model which
leads us to our main contribution, an abstract model for all possible future
movements of moving objects in general. Although this abstract model already
offers many interesting elements, as a future work, we plan to extend this
model further to better serve as a conceptual basis for finite representation
models of future evolutions of moving objects. We also plan to investigate the
integration of FuMMO with our historical movement model of moving objects
in [2].
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